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Abstract

Yielding dampers operate based on plastic deformations and energy dissipation. Given its low yield stress point and high ductility, 

low-yield steel is a suitable choice to build yielding dampers. In the present study, using the ABAQUS software, a number of pushover 

analyses have been carried out on a steel frame equipped with low-yield yielding dampers (LYDs). Therefore, using 40 pushover 

analyses, the effects of the number of the LYDs and the column’s axial force have been evaluated. All of the models were analyzed 

and their force-displacement curves were obtained. Using the obtained, different seismic aspects of the frame – i.e., ductility, strength, 

energy dissipation, stiffness – were assessed. Also, to calculate the values of effective stiffness and yield and ultimate strengths, a 

number of analytical relationships have been formulated. Finally, contour plots have been obtained which can be used to calculate the 

stiffness of the proposed LYD. Comparing results showed that the damper can, to an acceptable level, improve the seismic parameters 

of the structure. Also, if the stiffness and yield strength of all of the LYDs added to the frame are, respectively, 3.25 and 0.13 times those 

of the bare frame, the frame will have its best performance.
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1 Introduction
Yielding dampers are a class of passive damping devices 
capable of mitigating the seismic force applied to the 
structure by going through premature yielding. Up until 
this point, many studies have investigated the behavior of 
these dampers in different structures [1]. Introduced the 
vertical yielding shear link as an effective concept for the 
seismic rehabilitation of Reinforced Concrete (RC) struc-
tures and presented the necessary implementation criteria. 
The authors utilized the steel links that were attached to 
the beams of the structure, as yielding dampers and evalu-
ated their behavior. The results indicated an improvement 
in the seismic behavior of the structure. In 2005, using 
experimental testing and numerical simulations, Shih 
and Sung [2] studied the hysteretic behavior of Added 
Damping And Stiffness (ADAS) dampers manufactured 
from Low Yield Steel (LYS) and A36 steel materials. The 
results showed that all of the models would have had high 
deformation capacities if LYS were used instead of A36. 
The behavior of central yielding dampers built from 

constructional and energy-absorbing steel materials in 
single-story steel frames with different opening percent-
ages was investigate [3]. The results of this study indicated 
that if dampers made of energy-absorbing steel are used, 
it will improve the seismic of the frames and increase 
their energy dissipation capabilities. It was also shown 
that among all of the samples, the frame with 20% open-
ing has the best performance [4]. Introduced a new yield-
ing damper that can be used in the connections of steel 
structures. Through a series of theoretical and experimen-
tal analyses, the researchers demonstrated that the damper 
has a very suitable hysteretic behavior and can cause plas-
tic hinge to occur in the damper itself.

In 2010, Maleki and Bagheri [5] Carried out an exper-
imental and analytical study in yielding pipes and com-
pared the performance of these elements in both hollow 
and concrete-filled conditions. The results of the study 
showed that due to a lack of ductility and the crushing of 
the concrete (as a result shear loading), the concrete-filled 
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pipes undergo failure. Despite this, the pipe itself remains 
intact, causing further energy dissipation in the struc-
ture [6] introduced a type of grooved damper. Through 
a series of tests on a number of experimental samples, 
the authors concluded that increasing the widths of the 
grooves would increase the energy dissipation capaci-
ties and shear force of the samples. Also, theoretical rela-
tionships whose results were quite close to experimental 
results were also introduced to calculate the parameters 
of the damper. The dampers are also employed to reduce 
the dynamic response of the structure to seismic load-
ing [7–10]. Seismic energy-absorbing systems are used in 
structures in the form of metallic yielding dampers, fric-
tion dampers [11–13], and viscoelastic dampers [14].

Ebadi Jamkhaneh et al. [15], proposed a cylindrical 
damper which could be used as a yielding element in struc-
tures. Using a number of experimental models and numeri-
cal simulations in ABAQUS, the authors demonstrated that 
the models respond suitably to cyclic loads. Experimental 
and numerical investigations carried out by [16, 17] have 
demonstrated that ADAS and Triangular Added Damping 
and Stiffness (TADAS) dampers improve the structure's 
behavior. The results of these investigations showed that 
when the yield shear force of these dampers and the base 
shear of the frame are equal, the frame will have its best 
structural performance. Other yielding elements have also 
been introduced (e.g., Bar damper [18, 19] which are used 
to absorb a portion of the seismic energy.

Yao et al. [20] in 2021 performed experimental and 
numerical evaluations on low-yield-point steel shear panel 
dampers. The study utilizes square steel tube stiffeners 
for the core plates, which were also made from low-yield-
point steel with low yield stress. The results show that 
square steel tubes are very efficient in preventing the core 
plates against out-of-plane deformations.

The general rule is that yielding dampers should yield 
prior to the structure's main components. This mechanism 
will absorb the energy entering the structure; therefore, 
the number of yielding components used in the structure is 
very important. If too few dampers are used, the improve-
ment might be insignificant. Conversely, if too high a num-
ber of yielding plate are employed, they might yield after 
the structure's main components. Because of its lower yield 
point and high ductility, low-yield steel is a suitable mate-
rial choice to manufacture these elements. In the present 
work, first, a single-bay single-story steel frame was mod-
eled using the ABAQUS finite element software. Then, the 
steel frame was equipped with Low-yield Yielding dampers 

(LYDs) with reduced geometries. The plates were attached 
to the frame using a Chevron brace. Through 40 pushover 
analyses, the effects of the number of LYD and the col-
umn's axial load on the different parameters of the frame 
– i.e., stiffness, ductility, energy dissipation, and strength 
– have been probed. The number of LYDs varies from 1 
to 9. Also, the axial force was applied to the column in four 
different magnitudes. These were equal to 0%, 15%, 30%, 
and 45% of the columns' critical load.

When lateral load is applied to the frame, it is divided 
proportional to the stiffnesses of the dampers and the 
frame. As mentioned before, these dampers have to be 
designed so that they yield prior to the other components of 
the structure. This means that calculating the stiffness and 
strength of these elements is very important. For this rea-
son, analytical relationships have been formulated to calcu-
late the values of yield and ultimate strengths and stiffness 
of the dampers. The values produced by these relationships 
are very close to those obtained from the numerical anal-
yses. Furthermore, to calculate the stiffness of the pro-
posed plates with different dimensions, a series of contour 
plots have been presented which can be used to acquire 
a quicker estimation of the plates' stiffnesses. These plots 
are also very useful in the design of these types of damp-
ers. The results of the numerical analyses have revealed 
that LYDs can improve the seismic parameters of the frame 
in which they are used to an acceptable degree. Also, if an 
appropriate number of LYDs are used, they can minimize 
the effect of axial force on the ductility of the frame.

2 Verification of the numerical models
2.1 Verification of steel frame
To verify the numerical model, the single-story single-bay 
steel frame tested by [21] has been used. The experimental 
model and its details are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The experimental steel frame and its details [21]
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The experimental sample has been modeled using 
8-node solid elements (C3D8R) in ABAQUS. Since no 
failure was seen in the welds during loading, all of the 
connections of the sample were modeled using the "Tie" 
constraint. This constraint means that no independent 
movement occurs between the two members. When two 
elements of the structure are completely welded together, 
it can simulate the behavior of the model properly. Also, 
the analysis was carried out using a quasi-static approach 
and the Newton-Raphson method. Finally, the columns' 
connection to the lab's floor was modeled using a fixed 
connection, given that no failure was seen during the test.

Based on the results of a mesh sensitivity analysis, 
a size of 3 cm was determined to discretize the numer-
ical model. The discretized model at the end of loading 
is shown in Fig. 2. After the analysis, the backbone dia-
gram was obtained and compared to the numerical results 
(Fig. 3). It can be seen that the obtained results are in very 
good agreement, meaning that the numerical model is reli-
able enough to be used for further analyses.

2.2 Verification of LYD
In order to verify the numerical LYD, single LYD plate 
(Fig. 4(a)) was modeled in ABAQUS using shell element. 
It can be seen that the dimensions of LYD are h, b, r, t, 

which represent the thickness of the LYD, the opening 
radius of the half circle on each sides, and the width and 
the height of the LYD. Then it was analyzed by non-lin-
ear static analysis. Boundary conditions of the LYD in 
ABAQUS shown in the Fig. 4(b). After the analysis, the 
diagram of its force-displacement was extracted from 
ABAQUS, which is demonstrate in Fig. 4(d). in this figure, 
the stiffness and yield strength of the plate are also shown. 

In order to verify the ABAQUS result, the stiffness and 
yielding parameters of this plate were compared with the 
theoretical relations, which are presented below.

 In the following, a series of analytical relationships 
have been formulated to compute the stiffness and yield 
strength of the proposed yielding plate. When the LYDs is 
completely welded to the upper and lower plates, rotation 
on both ends of the plates is roughly equal to zero, which 
means that they can be considered as guided supports. 
This type of member stiffness can be determined using the 
Castigliano's method [22] (Fig. 4(b)). When bending and 
shear forces influence displacement, the formation of this 

(b)
Fig. 2 (a) FEM model, (b) The model deformation after loading

(a)

Fig. 3 Comparison of the experimental and numerical force-
displacement curves

Fig. 4 (a) Dimensions of the LYD, (b) Boundary condition of yielding 
plate, (c) Mechanism of the yielding plate, (d) Force-displacement curve 

and its equivalent bilinear
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method is in the form of Eq. (1). Based on this formula, the 
stiffness of the proposed plate can be calculated via Eq. (3), 
which yields the value of 28.57 kN/cm and is close to the 
numerical results calculated in Fig. 4(d) (28.2 kN/cm). 
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After increase in the p value due to the presence of max-
imum moment in the support, plastic hinges start to form 
in these areas (Fig. 4(c)). The force causing the creation 
of plastic hinges in both ends of the plate is equal to the 
plate's yield strength, which can be calculated via Eq. (4).
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In Eq. (4), the parameters b, t, h are the width, thickness, 
and height of the LYDs, respectively. Also, σy(LYS)

 represent 
the yield stresses of the LYD, which, according to Fig. 7, 
are equal to 100 Mpa. By substituting the dimensions of 
the LYD shown in Fig. 4(a) in Eq. (4), the yield strength is 
equal to 4.5 kN, that is close to the numerical results 4.09 
kN calculated in Fig. 4(d).

3 The main models
To evaluate the influence of the LYDs, the verified frame 
(with the same dimensions and properties) was equipped 
with the proposed LYDs (Fig. 5). The LYDs was attached 
to the beam using a Chevron brace (Fig. 5). The frame's 
braces were designed so that they do not buckle when the 
maximum number of LYDs are installed on the frame.

The variables of the frame include the number of LYDs 
and the columns' axials force, with the former ranging 
from 1 to 9 and the latter taking on the values of 0%, 15%, 

30%, and 45% of the columns' critical load. In accordance 
with the AISC standard [23], the critical load of the col-
umn was computed to be equal to 1028 kN. The numerical 
analyses were carried out in two stages: in the first step, 
the columns' axial forces were applied, and in the second 
step, lateral load was applied to the top of the frame.

The following assumptions have been made in the 
numerical model:

• Due to their low thickness, the LYDs were modeled 
using the S4R shell element [24].

• All of the components of the model were con-
nected to one another using the "Tie" command of 
ABAQUS. Also, for both ends of the yielding damp-
ers, the shell-to-solid-coupling tie was used.

• The numerical analysis in ABAQUS was performed 
using the quasi-static approach and the Newton-
Raphson method.

• Based on the carried-out mesh sensitivity analysis, 
the mesh size of the LYDs and the other members 
were considered equal to 1 cm and 3 cm, respectively.

The discretized model of the frame equipped with the pro-
posed yielding plate is shown in Fig. 6.

Specifications of the low-yield steel used to build the 
LYDs were taken from the study carried out by [25]. Also, 
the material specifications of the other components of the 
frame (ST 37 steel) [26], assumed in the numerical model 
are illustrated in Fig. 7.

To make the interpretation of the results more conve-
nient, the terminology given in Table 1 has been used to 
label the main models. As it can be seen, the models have 
been labeled based on the number of LYDs and the col-
umns' axial forces. For instance, the name "M7-15" rep-
resents a model that has 7 LYD (for example Fig. 6) and 
an axial force equal to 15% of the column's critical load. 
(It should be noted that the complete specification of model 
sections are shown in Fig. 5)

Fig. 5 Section properties of the main model and dimensions
of the LYD (cm)
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The following considerations are important in the 
design of the LYDs:

• If the number of the LYDs is low, their full capaci-
ties will not be utilized. By contrast, if the number is 
high, the dampers will yield after the structure's main 
components, which is not a desired outcome.

• These dampers have to be installed in a place where 
they can absorb the maximum deformation when the 
frame is subjected to lateral drift. 

• These dampers also increase the strength and stiff-
ness of the structure.

• The structure's braces have to be designed so that they 
do not buckle prior to the full yielding of the yielding 
plates.

Therefore, there is a specific number of LYDs in the 
presence of which the frame will have its best structural 
performance. One of the main objectives of the present 
study is to find this suitable number.

4 Bilinearization of the force-displacement curve and 
the numerical results
The According to the FEMA 440 [27] guideline, the force- 
displacement curve can be approximated by a simplified 
bilinear diagram (Fig. 8). Using this simplified bilinear 

model, the lateral effective stiffness (Ke ) and the effective 
yield shear (Vy ) can be calculated. To simplify the nonlinear 
behavior, point B has to be selected so that the area under-
neath the bilinear diagram be equal to the area underneath 
the nonlinear curve. Furthermore, the length of the AD line 
has to be equal to 0.6 AB. This way the, the force corre-
sponding to point B would be equal to Vy, and for a base 
shear of Vy × 0.6 in the nonlinear curve, the secant modulus 
would represent the lateral effective stiffness (Ke ). In the 
simplified model, one should be wary that Vy not be greater 
than the maximum base shear in the nonlinear curve.

K
V
De
y

y
=  (5)

Ductility D
D
u

y
=  (6)

Eqs. (5) and (6) describe effective stiffness and ductil-
ity, respectively. Also, the ultimate strength of the frame 
is equal to Vu in Fig. 8. Finally, the area enveloped under 
the curve represents the model's energy dissipation capac-
ity. These four parameters have been calculated and com-
pared for the main models. In Fig. 9, four force-displace-
ment curves and their corresponding equivalent bilinear 
diagrams are shown which correspond to models M6-0, 
M2-15, M5-45, and the bare frame (no column axial force). 
A drift of 4% was applied to the each of the main models. 
In this figure, the blue curve is the results of ABAQUS and 
the red one is the equivalent bilinear.

Fig. 6 Meshed model equipped with LYD

Fig. 7 Properties of the LYDs and ST 37 (beam, columns, brace, and 
the connecting plates) steel materials [25, 26]

Table 1 The models

Name No. of LYDs Axial load

M0-0, M0-15, M0-30, 
M0-45 w/o damper 0 Pcr, 0.15 Pcr, 0.3 Pcr, 

0.45 Pcr

M1-0, M2-0, … , M9-0 1, 2, … ,9 0 Pcr

M1-15, M2-15, … , M9-15 1, 2, … ,9 0.15 Pcr

M1-30, M2-30, … , M9-30 1, 2, … ,9 0.3 Pcr

M1-45, M2-45, … , M9-45 1, 2, … ,9 0.45 Pcr

Fig. 8 Simplified force-displacement curve
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Fig. 10(a) illustrates the Von Mises stress contours of 
the LYDs. It can be seen that large areas of both ends of 
the yielding plates have gone through yielding. Due to 
the minimum value of bending moment happening in the 
medial zone of the plate (along the height), this area has 
yielded after all of the other parts of the yielding plate. 
Also, the plate's rotation about the X axis has been shown 
in Fig. 10(b). It can be seen that both ends have slopes of 
approximately zero, with the maximum value being in the 
reduced zone of the LYD.

4.1 Assessing the ductility and energy dissipation of the 
models
In this section, the effects of axial load and number of 
LYDs on the ductility and energy dissipation of the steel 
frame will be evaluated. Fig. 11(a) presents the energy 
dissipation of the models. As the columns' axial forces 
increase, the models also experience a decline in their 
energy dissipation capacities, with the effect being most 
noticeable when axial load is equal to 15% of the col-
umn's critical load. Increasing the number of LYDs to 
6 increases the energy dissipation of all of the models. 
However, adding more LYD causes a decline in the curve. 
When 6 plates are used in the frame, the energy dissi-
pation of the frame enhance by an average of 56% when 
compared to the frame with no dampers, an indication of 
the suitable efficiency of this type of damper. Also, for 
each 15% increment in the columns' axial loads, the frame 
experienced a 13% decline in its energy dissipation.

Fig. 11(b) presents the ductility of the models. As seen, 
increase in the columns' axial loads leads to a decrease in 
the frame's ductility. When the number of LYDs is equal 
to 5, increase in the axial load causes its least strength 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10 (a) Von Mises and (b) Rotation about the X Axis contours of 

LYDs (M6-0)

Fig. 9 Nonlinear and equivalent bilinear curves corresponding to models: (a) M6-0, (b) M2-15, (c) M5-45, (d) M0-0
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degradation. This shows that when an appropriate number 
of LYDs are used, the influence of column axial load in 
decreasing the ductility of the frame can be minimized.

When the number of LYD is exceeded 6, due to the 
high strength of the LYDs, the frame will yield in less 
drift. The Fig. 12 shows the stress contour of M5 and M8 
models. The frames shown in Fig. 12, are in the lateral 
displacement of 2.2 cm. At this moment, the first part has 
been made in the frame with 8 LYDs, but no part of the 
frame has been yielding yet. In the frame with 5 LYDs, 
the first part of yielding occurred at 3 cm lateral displace-
ment. In this regard, if the number of LYDs is high, it will 
cause the main members of the frame to yield sooner 
which is considered a negative aspect.

4.2 Analytical relationships to calculate the stiffness 
and strength of the plates
When lateral load is applied to the frame, it is doled out 
among the load-bearing elements based on their stiff-
nesses. Also, the damping elements have to be designed so 
that they yield prior to the main components of the frame, 
which is why the calculation of the stiffness and strength of 
these plates is very important. As shown in Section 2.2, for-
mulas were presented to calculate the stiffness (Eq. (1)) and 
yield strength (Eq. (4)) of the LYD. In this section, these 
two parameters were calculated for different dimensions 
of the sheet and compared with the results of ABAQUS.

After the yielding of both ends of the plate as a result of 
strain hardening, will have a higher force carrying capac-
ity. The maximum force that can be borne by the plate can 
be computed using Eq. (7).

V bt
hu ud LYS

�
� �

2

2
�  (7)

In Eq. (7), the parameters σu(LYS)
 represent the yield and 

ultimate stresses of the LYD, which, according to Fig. 7, 
are equal to 100 Mpa.

To compare the results obtained from Eqs. (1) and (4), 
additional numerical analyses were performed on the 
yielding plate. Fig. 13(b) shows the loading and support 
conditions of the numerical models. Given that the aim 
is to calculate the values of stiffness yield strength of the 
plate, the analysis continued until a displacement of 1 cm 
along the Z direction. Fig. 12(a) depicts the stress contour 
of the models after loading.

To compare the stiffnesses of the plates, the radius R 
(It was introduced in Section 4.2) was considered as a vari-
able and 9 numerical analyses were carried out on the 
plate. Then, the stiffness of the plate was obtained from the 
force-displacement curve. Finally, the results were com-
pared to those calculated using Eq. (1) (Fig. 14). It can be 
seen that the results have very good agreement.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 11 Effects of the number of LYDs and column axial load on 

(a) Energy dissipation and (b) Ductility coefficient

(a)

(b)
Fig. 12 Von-Mises stress in lateral displacement of 2.2 cm (a) M8-0 

(at beginning of yielding) (b) M5-0
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Five numerical analyses were carried out on the yield-
ing plate to compare the results to those obtained from this 
equation. It should be mentioned that the only variable in 
these analyses was the thickness of the plate. Then, the 
force displacement curves of the plate and their correspond-
ing equivalent bilinear diagrams were derived (Fig. 15(a)). 
The comparison of the yield strength values obtained from 
numerical simulations and Eq. (6) is shown in Fig. 15(b). 
A very good agreement can be seen between the numerical 
and analytical results, which means that by using the pro-
posed equation, a reliable result can be reach much quicker.

4.3 Assessing the strengths and stiffnesses of the models
This section investigates the effects of the number of LYDs 
and the column's axial load on the stiffness and strength of 
the steel frame (shown in Fig. 5). Fig. 16(a) shows how to 
number of LYDs influences the frame's stiffness. It can 
be seen that an increase in the number of LYDs and axial 
force results in an increase in stiffness. On average, each 
15% increase in the column's axial force brings about 
a 19 kN/cm increase in stiffness. Also, adding one LYD 
increases the overall stiffness of the frame by 26.2 kN/cm, 
a number that differs from the value produced by Eq. (4) – 
i.e., 28.57 kN – by a small amount.

Fig. 16(b) displays the strengths of the samples with 
respect to the number of LYDs and column axial force. 
It can be seen that as a result of adding the plates, the frame 

Fig. 14 Comparison of the stiffness of LYD obtained from ABAQUS 
and Eq. (1)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 15 (a) Force-displacement and bilinear curve of LYD in 

ABAQUS, (b) Yield strength comparison from ABAQUS and Eq. (4) 
(Fig. 4(a) dimensions)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 16 Effect of the number of LYDs on (a) Effective stiffness, 

(b) Ultimate strength of the steel frame (Fig. 5)

(a)                                                   (b)
Fig. 13 (a) Stress contour after loading, (b) Support conditions of the 

yielding plate in Fig. 4(a) dimension
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has experienced a somewhat linear strength increase. 
Adding a single LYD to the frame has increased its strength 
by an average of 11.1 kN, which is quite close to 11.25 kN, 
the value yielded from Eq. (7). Furthermore, the columns' 
axial force has reduced the frames ultimate strength in all 
conditions, with each 15% increment causing an average of 
15.5 kN decrease in the frame's strength.

4.4 Calculating the stiffness of the yielding plate for 
different sizes
Since in the design of the structure, the two parameters of 
yield strength and effective stiffness of the LYDs are very 
important, six contour plots have been shown in Fig. 17 

to quickly calculate the stiffness of the proposed LYD. 
The yield and ultimate strengths of the plates can be con-
veniently calculated using the Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively. 
Therefore, only the contour plots that can be used to calcu-
late stiffness have been presented. The stiffness of a LYD 
with the specifications shown in Fig. 4, a thickness t, and 
when its height and width are the same (h = b), if can be cal-
culated using Eq. (3). The results generated by this equation 
are shown in the curves given in Fig. 17. These curves have 
been obtained for values of b ranging from 16 cm to 24 cm. 
In these curves, the horizontal and vertical axes represent, 
respectively, radius (R) and thickness of the plate, in which 
h is equal to b and have constant values.

(e)
Fig. 17 Stiffness of the LYD (Fig. 4(a)) obtained using Eq. (1) (a) h = b = 14, (b) h = b = 16, (c) h = b = 18, (d) h = b = 20, (e) h = b = 22

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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To calculate the stiffness, due to the complexity of the 
calculation of the Eq. (3), a formula was introduced in the 
form curve fitting, which can be achieved by good accu-
racy to the results of the 3 formulae. In Table 2, the results 
of the analytical Eq. (1) and the approximate Eq. (8) was 
compared. It should be noted that all the units are used in 
the Eq. (8) must be in kN and cm.

K t b b t e
be

R
� � �

�

0 036
14315 2

2 97 0 046

1 865
.

.
. .

.
 (8)

5 Conclusions
In this study, steel frames equipped with LYDs have been 
evaluated using pushover analyses in ABAQUS. First, and 
experimental single-story single-bay steel frame was ver-
ified using ABAQUS. furthermore, to ensure the accu-
racy of LYD results in ABAQUS, its stiffness and yield 
strength parameters were compared with theoretical for-
mulas. Then, yielding plates made of low-yield steel were 
installed on the frame. Forty numerical analyses were car-
ried out to evaluate the seismic performance of the frame. 
The effects of two variables – namely, the number of the 
LYDs and the column's axial force – were assessed on the 
results of the numerical simulations. After carrying out 
the pushover analyses, the nonlinear curves and their cor-
responding equivalent bilinear diagrams were derived. 
Afterwards, the seismic parameters of the steel frame – 
i.e., stiffness, strength, ductility, and energy dissipation – 
were calculated for all of the models.

Analytical relationships were proposed to calculate the 
stiffness, and yield and ultimate strengths of the yielding 
plates, and the results were compared to those obtained 
from numerical analyses. Finally, for a quicker calculation 
of the stiffness of the proposed yielding plate with differ-
ent dimensions, contour plots were presented. From these, 
using the radius of the openings and the plate's thickness, 
the value of the stiffness can readily be obtained with 
acceptable accuracy. The conclusions of this study are as 
follows:

• The axial force of the column causes a considerable 
decrease in the ductility of the steel frame. However, 
using an appropriate number of LYDs (for the frame 
studied herein, this number is equal to five) mini-
mizes this decrease.

• Increasing the number of LYDs to six would increase 
the frame's energy dissipation. However, higher num-
bers would have the opposite effect. For compatibility 
with the ductility results, it is recommended to use 

five yielding dampers. In this way, the frame would 
have an energy dissipation capacity 42% greater than 
that of the bare frame.

• Increase in the column's axial force reduces the 
strength and stiffness of the steel frame. As a result of 
each 15% axial force increment, the frames strength 
and stiffness undergo reductions of 4% and 10%,  
respectively.

• The formulae presented to calculate the stiffness 
and yield and ultimate strengths of the LYD pro-
duced results that are in very good agreement with 
the results of the numerical analyses. The opening 
radius (R) of the proposed yielding plate does not 
exert any influence on the yield and ultimate strengths 
of the plate; it does, however, affect the plate's stiff-
ness. Also, using the diagrams shown in Fig. 17, the 
stiffness of the yielding plate can be estimated quite 
quickly, which is something very useful in the design 
of structures equipped with this type of yielding plate.

• A formula was proposed that can calculated the stiff-
ness of the yielding plate using the damper parame-
ters that can be very useful for designing this damper 
in the structure.

• It is recommended for the stiffness and collective 
strength of the LYD added to the frame to be 3.25 
and 0.13 times those of the initial steel frame. This 
way, it can be ensured that the ductility coefficient 
and energy dissipation are maximized, and that the 
column's axial force will have the smallest possible 
influence on the results.

Table 2 Comparison of Eqs. (3) and (8) results to calculate stiffness

Dimensions of the 
LYD (cm) Stiffness (kN/cm)

Err. (%)
b R t Eq. (1) Approximate Eq. (8)

14 0 1.1 133.25 137.92 3.4

14 4 1.1 119.65 116.85 2.4

16 1 0.6 16.8 17.06 1.52

16 5 1.3 143.3 143.14 0.11

18 0 0.7 21.07 21.98 4.14

18 5 0.7 19.25 19 1.85

20 1 0.6 10.77 11.1 3.06

20 7 1.3 83.55 87.43 4.44

22 0 0.6 8.9 9.05 1.66

22 8 0.9 22.09 24.48 9.76

24 1 0.8 17.72 18.72 5.34

24 7 0.6 6.7 6.8 1.33
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